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ABSTRACT

Objective: Adolescents with binge-eating disorder (BED) are suffering from weight teasing and, as found in adults with BED, are likely to internalize weight bias. Weight teasing by mothers accounts for psychopathology in overweight, but sources of stigmatization are largely unknown in BED. This study sought to address familial weight bias in adolescents with overweight and BED by examining adolescents’ perceived parental weight teasing and weight bias internalization in relation to their eating disorder psychopathology and maternal stigmatizing attitudes and beliefs.

Method: Adolescents with overweight and BED (BED; \( n = 40 \)) were compared to a socio-demographically matched group with overweight only (OW) and a normal-weight control group (NW; each \( n = 25 \)). They filled out the Perception of Teasing Scale, with parents as the source of teasing, the Weight Bias Internalization Scale and the Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire. Their mothers filled out the Attitudes Toward and Beliefs about Obese Persons Scales.

Results: Significantly higher perceived parental weight teasing and weight bias internalization were found in BED compared to OW and NW. Maternal stigmatizing attitudes and beliefs did not differ between groups and were not correlated with adolescents’ perceptions of being stigmatized. Perceived parental weight teasing predicted adolescents’ eating disorder psychopathology, however, this association was fully mediated by weight bias internalization.

Discussion: These results indicate that adolescents with overweight and BED perceive weight teasing in their own families. As we found no significant association between adolescents’ perceptions of being stigmatized and maternal stigmatizing attitudes, future research should examine weight-related parent-child interaction or implicit measures of stigmatizing attitudes.
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INTRODUCTION

Binge-eating disorder (BED) is characterized by recurrent binge-eating episodes without regular use of inappropriate compensatory behaviors (e.g., self-induced vomiting) and has been identified in 1.6% of adolescents in the community (Swanson et al., 2011). In 2013, it was included in the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; APA, 2013) as a distinct diagnostic category. Additionally to higher eating disorder and general psychopathology (e.g., depression, anxiety disorders, substance abuse; Decaluwé & Braet, 2003; Swanson et al., 2011), children and adolescents with BED showed a high comorbidity with overweight and obesity (Decaluwé et al., 2003). Based on self-report, they were found to suffer from perceptions of being stigmatized because of their higher weight status (Ashmore et al., 2008).

Perceptions of being stigmatized can involve perceived critical comments about weight and shape, weight teasing, and, at worst discrimination (for a review, see Puhl & Latner, 2007). Cross-sectional evidence underlined strong positive associations between perceived weight teasing and eating disorder and general psychopathology including binge-eating behavior in adolescents (Libbey et al., 2008; Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2002). Based on retrospective studies in adolescents and adults (Haines et al., 2006; Hilbert, Pike, et al., 2014), perceived weight teasing was found to be a risk factor for the onset of BED. In addition to perceived weight teasing, individuals with BED tend to internalize the weight bias, and thus feel incompetent, self-hatred, and denigrated towards themselves (Durso et al., 2012). As sources of weight teasing in children and adolescents with BED are largely unknown (for a review, see Puhl & Suh, 2015), further investigations might be relevant for explaining psychopathology.

In overweight and obesity, sources of perceived weight teasing are well-known (Puhl & Heuer, 2009; Puhl & Latner, 2007; Puhl & Suh, 2015). Specifically, children and adolescents with overweight and obesity experience weight teasing from multiple sources,
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including health-care facilities, educational institutions, media, and most importantly, family members. Independent from weight status, 22% to 29% of adolescents of school- and population-based samples reported being teased by family members and received hurtful weight-related comments (Eisenberg et al., 2011). Among adults with overweight, 62% retrospectively remembered to having received negative weight- and eating-related comments by their parents during childhood multiple times (44% by their mothers, and 34% by their fathers; Puhl & Brownell, 2006). Evidence showed that weight teasing by family members might be most important by playing a central role for children’s emotional, cognitive, and physical development (Puhl & Latner, 2007; Repetti et al., 2002) and was thus considered to causally affect children’s and adolescents’ attitudes about eating, weight, and shape (for a review, see Ventura & Birch, 2008). However, individuals’ reports of perceived weight teasing are not sufficient to objectively evaluate the phenomenon of weight teasing. Apart from adolescents’ perceptions of weight teasing, knowledge about parental stigmatizing attitudes and stigmatizing beliefs may contribute to a more complete picture of weight teasing in BED, given that attitudes substantially influence future behavior (for a meta-analysis, see Kraus, 1995). Although parental stigmatizing attitudes towards weight and shape were believed to result in discrimination such as weight teasing (Puhl & Brownell, 2003), evidence on adolescents’ eating disorder psychopathology is lacking.

Both in community-based and treatment-seeking clinical samples of adults with overweight and obesity, weight bias internalization has been shown to have greater explanatory power of psychopathology over and above experiences of discrimination, stigmatizing attitudes, and body mass index (Durso & Latner, 2008; Durso et al., 2012; Hilbert, Braehler, et al., 2014; Hübner et al., 2015; Pearl et al., 2014; Puhl et al., 2007). In contrast to discrimination and stigmatizing attitudes, where weight bias is directed to other persons, weight bias internalization is self-directed, denoting the adaptation of the weight bias to the self (Durso & Latner, 2008). Importantly, weight bias internalization was found to act
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as a mediator between eating disorder psychopathology and weight teasing, depressive symptoms, or weight status. Cross-sectionally, weight bias internalization mediated the association between perceived weight teasing and disordered eating behavior in a student sample (O’Brien et al., 2016) as well as the relationship between depressive symptoms and disordered eating behavior in women with overweight (Sienko et al., 2016). In school-aged children, weight bias internalization mediated the relationship between weight status and restrained eating, emotional and conduct problems (Zuba & Warschburger, 2017) suggesting that this construct may be a central indicator or precursor of psychopathology in those with overweight, while this relation warrants elaboration in individuals with BED.

While research on sources of weight bias in adolescents has either focused on adolescents’ perspective or maternal perspective, this study sought to examine both perspectives of weight bias: adolescents’ perceived parental weight teasing and weight bias internalization as well as maternal stigmatizing attitudes and beliefs among adolescents with overweight and BED. Although this study was initially designed to examine both maternal and paternal attitudes and beliefs, we only focused on the maternal perspective. As only $n = 5$ fathers in the BED group provided data, the fathers’ sample was too small for well-powered statistical analyses. To elucidate the influence of BED diagnosis and adolescents’ weight status on weight bias, adolescents with overweight and BED were compared to both a matched overweight and a normal-weight control group without BED. We expected adolescents with overweight and BED to report more perceived parental weight teasing and higher weight bias internalization than adolescents with overweight and normal-weight without BED. Further, we hypothesized that adolescents who perceived more parental weight teasing and reported higher weight bias internalization would live in families with mothers with higher stigmatizing attitudes and with higher maternal stigmatizing beliefs. Finally, we expected perceived parental weight teasing to predict adolescents’ eating disorder psychopathology and, moreover, weight bias internalization to be a mediator on the
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association between perceived parental weight teasing and global eating disorder psychopathology.

METHODS

Participants and Recruitment

A total of $N = 90$ German adolescents aged 12 to 20 years participated in the present study. Adolescents with overweight and BED (BED; $n = 40$), adolescents with overweight and without BED (OW; $n = 25$), and adolescents with normal-weight and without any eating disorder symptoms (NW; $n = 25$) were matched by frequency according to age, sex, socio-economic status (SES), and standard deviation score of the body mass index (BMI-SDS, only BED and OW). The BED group was recruited from a randomized-controlled trial offering cognitive-behavioral therapy for adolescents with BED (BEDA study; Hilbert, 2013). Control group participants were recruited through school and public advertisements (e.g., bulletin boards) and were offered €15 for participation.

Inclusion criteria for the BED group were a diagnosis of full-syndrome or sub-threshold BED based on objective and/or subjective episodes of binge eating according to DSM-IV and DSM-5 (for greater detail, see Hilbert, 2013) and a BMI-SDS $\geq +1.28$, indicating a weight status of overweight or obesity (Wabitsch & Kunze, 2015). Inclusion in the OW and NW control groups required a BMI-SDS $\geq +1.28$ (OW) and $-1.28 < \text{BMI-SDS} < +1.28$ (NW), respectively, as well as absence of current and lifetime eating disorder symptoms. Exclusion criteria for all groups were current bulimia nervosa, substance abuse, suicidal ideation, psychotic or bipolar disorder, serious unstable medical problems, intake of antipsychotic or weight-affecting drugs, psychotherapy, or behavioral weight loss treatment (e.g., diet, physical activity).
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Procedure

Ethical approval for the study was granted by the local Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of Leipzig, Germany. All adolescents were initially screened via telephone to determine eligibility based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Current and lifetime eating disorder status were obtained using the diagnostic items of the German version of the well-established Eating Disorder Examination interview (EDE; Fairburn et al., 2008; German version: Hilbert & Tuschen-Caffier, 2006). During an onsite diagnostic session (i.e., before the start of the therapy for the BED group), the full-length EDE was administered to adolescents who reported binge-eating episodes during the telephone interview, in order to ascertain a BED diagnosis. Further, written informed assent and consent were sought from adolescents < 18 years and their parents, respectively. For participants ≥ 18 years, written informed consent was obtained from the adolescent only. Further, adolescents’ height and weight were objectively measured to calculate sex- and age-specific BMI-SDS, whereas mothers’ BMI was calculated of self-reported height and weight. Then, adolescents and mothers filled out self-report questionnaires. Based on mothers’ reports, the Winkler social class index was computed as an indicator of families’ SES ranging from 3-21 (Winkler & Stolzenberg, 1999), with higher scores representing higher SES.

Measures

Adolescents

Perceived Parental Weight Teasing. A modified version of the Perception of Teasing Scale (POTS; Thompson et al., 1995; German version by AH – unpublished manuscript) was used to assess adolescents’ perceived parental weight teasing by replacing “people” with “parents” as potential source of stigmatization in all 6 items (1 = never to 5 = very often). Higher sum scores indicated higher frequency of perceived parental weight teasing. Internal consistency was acceptable in this sample (α = .73). As the original two scales “frequency”
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describing the number of weight-related teasing experiences and “effect” describing the
mental consequences of perceived weight related-teasing were highly correlated in the present
study ($r = .96$), we decided to focus on the frequency scale only.

*Weight Bias Internalization.* The Weight Bias Internalization Scale (WBIS; Durso &
Latner, 2008; German version: Hilbert, Baldofski, et al., 2014) measures the degree to which
a respondent believes that negative stereotypes and self-statements about persons with
overweight and obesity apply to herself or himself using 11 items (1 = *strongly disagree*, 7 =
*strongly agree*). Because of its negative correlation with the total mean score, Item 1 (“As an
overweight person, I feel that I am just as competent as anyone.’’) was removed from the
WBIS in accordance with Hilbert, Baldofski, et al. (2014). A total mean score was calculated,
with higher scores indicating greater weight bias internalization ($\alpha = .87$).

*Eating Disorder Psychopathology.* The Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire
(EDE-Q; Fairburn & Beglin, 1994; German version: Hilbert & Tuschen-Caffier, 2016) was
used to assess adolescents’ specific eating disorder psychopathology within the past 28 days.
The EDE-Q includes, besides six items on key behaviors, 22 items that are allocated to the
subscales of restraint and eating concern, weight concern, and shape concern, were rated on a
6-point scale (0 = *not at all* to 6 = *markedly*). Based on these four subscales, a mean global
score was calculated with higher values indicating greater psychopathology ($\alpha = .85$).

**Mothers**

*Maternal Stigmatizing Attitudes.* The Attitudes Toward Obese Persons Scale (ATOP;
Allison et al., 1991; German translation by AH – unpublished manuscript) assesses negative
stereotypical attitudes toward obese persons. All 20 items were rated on a 6-point scale (-3 = *I
strongly disagree* to +3 = *I strongly agree*). An overall ATOP sum score was computed (sum
score + 60), with higher scores indicating more positive attitudes toward obese persons. For
the present sample, internal consistency was acceptable ($\alpha = .74$).
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*Maternal Stigmatizing Beliefs.* The Beliefs About Obese Persons Scale (BAOP; Allison et al., 1991; German translation by AH – unpublished manuscript) is an 8-item measure (-3 = *I strongly disagree* to +3 = *I strongly agree*) that measures beliefs about the controllability of obesity with 8 items. An overall BAOP sum score was computed (sum score + 24), with higher scores representing the belief that obesity is not within the control of the individual (Cronbach’s α in the present study = .67).

**Data Analytic Plan**

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20.0 and PROCESS (Hayes, 2013). Hypothesized group differences in stigmatizing variables, meaning adolescents’ perceived weight teasing (POTS), weight bias internalization (WBIS), maternal stigmatizing attitudes (ATOP) and beliefs (BAOP), were analyzed using one multivariate analyses of variances (MANOVA) to save power. In case of significance, univariate analyses with subsequent Bonferroni adjusted post-hoc tests were performed. Bivariate correlations were used to determine associations between adolescents’ (POTS, WBIS) and maternal measures (ATOP, BAOP).

The proposed mediation model was calculated in PROCESS, an observed variable ordinary least squares regression path analysis, applying model 4 with 5000 bias-corrected bootstrap samples at a 95% confidence interval to test direct and indirect effects. Perceived parental weight teasing (POTS) served as independent variable, weight bias internalization (WBIS) served as mediator, and global eating disorder psychopathology (EDE-Q) served as dependent variable.

Overall, significance level was set at a two-tailed α < 0.05 for all tests. Effect sizes were interpreted as small (.01 ≤ partial $\eta^2 < .06$; $R^2 ≥ .01$), medium (.06 ≤ partial $\eta^2 < .14$; $R^2 ≥ .06$) or large (partial $\eta^2 ≥ .14$; $R^2 ≥ .14$). A post-hoc power analysis revealed that the statistical power to detect medium ($f^2 = .15$, $r = .30$) and large ($f^2 = .35$, $r = .50$) effects in the
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MANOVA and correlation analysis, respectively, was adequate to almost perfect (1 − β = .97/84 and .99/1.00), given a significance level of α < 0.05.

RESULTS

Sample characteristics are reported in Table 1. Adolescents were predominantly female (n = 71 girls, 78.9%), χ²(N = 90, df = 2) = 1.74, p > .05, and primarily belonged to families with medium to high SES (22.9% low SES; 39.8% medium SES; 37.3% high SES), χ²(N = 90, df = 3) = 8.15, p > .05. By design, weight status between groups differed between the BED and the NW group (p < .001) as well as between the OW and the NW group (p < .001). The BED group reported higher global eating disorder psychopathology than the OW (p < .001) and NW (p < .001) groups, and the OW revealed higher scores than the NW group (p < .001).

Mothers’ weight status differed significantly between groups (χ²(N = 90, df = 6) = 23.37, p < .001) with mothers of the NW group being more often classified as normal-weight (57%) than those of the BED (35%) and OW group (12%), while the BED and OW did not differ significantly (p = .195).

Group Differences

As hypothesized, a multivariate group effect was found for perceived parental weight teasing, weight bias internalization, maternal stigmatizing attitudes, and maternal stigmatizing beliefs, F(8, 148) = 8.07, p < .001. In univariate analyses, the BED group reported higher perceived parental weight teasing (POTS) compared to both the OW (p < .01) and NW groups (p < .001), whereas the two latter did not differ significantly (p > .05; see Table 1). Further, the BED group reported significantly higher weight bias internalization (WBIS) than the OW (p < .001) and NW groups (p < .001), and the OW revealed higher scores than the NW group (p < .001). Maternal stigmatizing attitudes (ATOP) and maternal stigmatizing beliefs (BAOP)
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did not differ significantly between groups (all $p > .05$). Further, they were not significantly correlated with mothers’ weight status ($r_{ATOP} = -.09, r_{BAOP} = .11$, all $p > .05$).

**Bivariate Correlations between Adolescents’ and Maternal Variables**

Contrary to hypothesis, perceived parental weight teasing and weight bias internalization were not significantly correlated with maternal stigmatizing attitudes ($r_{POTS} = .03, r_{WBIS} = -.14$, all $p > .05$) and maternal stigmatizing beliefs ($r_{POTS} = .14, r_{WBIS} = -.12$, all $p > .05$).

**Mediation Analysis of Weight Bias Internalization**

Adolescents’ perceived parental weight teasing was a significant predictor for weight bias internalization, $F(1,82) = 15.37, p < 0.001$, adj $R^2 = 0.16; b = 0.38, p < 0.001$, 95% CI [0.42,0.62], indicating that adolescents’ who experienced a higher frequency of perceived parental weight teasing reported higher weight bias internalization (see figure 1). In the direct effect model not accounting for weight bias internalization as a possible mediator, perceived parental weight teasing significantly predicted global eating disorder psychopathology, $F(1,82) = 15.09, p < 0.001$, adj $R^2 = 0.16; b = 0.26, p < 0.001$, 95% CI [0.13,0.40]. The mediation model including weight bias internalization, showed that weight bias internalization fully mediated the relation between perceived parental weight teasing and adolescents’ global eating disorder: perceived parental weight teasing was no longer a significant predictor of adolescents’ global eating disorder after controlling for the mediator, $b = 0.06, p = 0.20$. In the mediation model, the explained variance in adolescents’ global eating disorder psychopathology increased substantially, $F(1,81) = 71.17, p < 0.001$, adj $R^2 = 0.64$ (normal theory test for indirect effect: $Z = 3.65, p < .001$).
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As maternal stigmatizing attitudes ($r = -.11, p > .05$) and beliefs ($r = -.09, p > .05$) were not correlated with adolescents’ global eating disorder psychopathology, they were not included in the mediation analyses.

DISCUSSION

This study is the first to examine two sides of weight bias: adolescents’ perceived parental weight teasing as well as maternal stigmatizing attitudes and beliefs and their impact on weight bias internalization and eating disorder psychopathology in adolescents with overweight and BED. First, as expected, we found higher perceived parental weight teasing and weight bias internalization in the BED group compared to overweight and normal-weight controls without BED. Second, adolescents’ perceived parental weight teasing and maternal stigmatizing and beliefs attitudes were not correlated. Third, perceived parental weight teasing was identified as a significant predictor of adolescent global eating disorder psychopathology. However, its influence was substantially reduced when considering adolescents’ level of weight bias internalization, which was found to fully mediate the association between perceived parental weight teasing and adolescents’ global eating disorder psychopathology.

Most importantly, we provided evidence for the role of perceived weight teasing on eating disorder psychopathology in adolescents with overweight and BED. Our findings were in line with previous findings in adolescents with overweight (Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2002) and adults with BED (Hilbert, Pike, et al., 2014; Ashmore et al., 2008) showing that adolescents with overweight and BED were suffering from parental weight teasing to a greater extent when compared to adolescents with overweight or normal-weight and without BED. Further, our results supported evidence that parents may serve as an important source of weight teasing (Eisenberg et al., 2011) based on adolescents’ perceptions, going in line with a previous finding in adolescent BED that the level of perceived maternal criticism predicted adolescents’ global eating disorder psychopathology (Schmidt et al., 2015).
This study initially examined weight bias internalization in adolescents with overweight and BED and explained that the group differences in weight bias internalization were not exclusively explained through adolescents’ weight status, but were rather influenced by the presence of BED. Specifically, adolescents with overweight and BED were found to report greater weight bias internalization than adolescents with overweight only, which might be attributed to higher levels of eating disorder and general psychopathology (e.g., depression; Pearl et al., 2014) in those with BED. The associations of weight bias internalization and eating disorder psychopathology are well-known in adults with BED (Durso et al., 2012) and individuals with overweight and obesity (Pearl et al., 2014; Puhl et al., 2007). In this study, weight bias internalization fully mediated the association between perceived parental weight teasing and eating disorder psychopathology, which replicates a finding from a non-clinical student sample where the sources of weight teasing were not exclusively family members (O’Brien et al., 2016). Thus, adolescents with obesity and BED with a greater versus lower tendency to internalize weight bias are more affected by perceived parental weight teasing.

Contrary to expectations, we did not find a direct association between adolescents’ perceived weight teasing, weight bias internalization, and maternal stigmatizing attitudes and beliefs. Limited by the study design, maternal measures did not directly assess stigmatizing attitudes about their children’s weight status or their own weight-related parent-child interaction but rather focused on obesity in adolescents in general suggesting that both variables (adolescents’ perceptions and maternal beliefs and attitudes) did not tap into the same construct, which may explain the lack of associations. Further, perceived parental teasing referred to both parents possibly reducing the associations with maternal attitudes and beliefs. However, the results mirror findings of a study in 9-year old girls documenting that measures of fat stereotypes were not correlated between girls and their parents (Davison & Birch, 2004). Nevertheless, those girls were more likely to endorse fat stereotypes when
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interactions with parents focused on body shape and weight loss. Thus, it is possible that implicit stigmatizing attitudes are more explanatory of psychopathology than explicit stigmatizing attitudes. In adults with obesity and BED, experimental studies documented the predictive value of implicit weight bias for global eating disorder psychopathology in patients with obesity and BED using the Implicit Association Test (Greenwald et al., 1998; Brauhardt et al., 2014). Therefore, further research should focus on implicit measures to examine maternal stigmatizing attitudes and beliefs. Besides, other sources of teasing (e.g., by fathers, peers, or siblings) as well as other processes (e.g., adolescents’ level of depression) might be relevant for the higher rates of perceived weight teasing and weight bias internalization in adolescents with overweight and BED.

Strengths and Limitations

A major strength of the study was the matching procedure that ruled out effects of sociodemographic variables including age, sex, weight status, and SES on the dependent variables in the sample. Additionally, a series of standardized measurements was used and a clinical expert interview confirmed BED diagnosis. Furthermore, this study was the first examining both perceived parental weight teasing assessed in adolescents as well as parental stigmatizing attitudes and beliefs assessed in the adolescents’ mothers.

However, several limitations need to be accounted for when interpreting this study’s findings. As this study firstly examined parental stigmatizing attitudes, we only focused on maternal perspectives due to reason of availability. Unfortunately, we cannot extrapolate on fathers’ stigmatizing attitudes and their associations with adolescents’ psychopathology. Further, the generalizability of findings is limited by the comparison of treatment-seeking and non-treatment-seeking groups and the oversampling of female participants. Although the measures used were validated in their English versions and in Spanish (POTS: López-Guimerà et al., 2012), currently there is no published validation study for the POTS, ATOP,
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and BAOP in German available. Finally, the cross-sectional design precludes causal inferences regarding the impact of perceived parental weight teasing and weight bias internalization on eating disorder psychopathology. Regarding mediation analysis, we cannot certainly conclude that weight bias internalization mediates the effect of perceived teasing on eating disorder psychopathology or the other way around. Based on the literature, the first assumption is more likely to be the case, what definitely has to be evaluated using longitudinal, prospective data.

**Research and Clinical Implications**

So far, the availability of studies investigating perceived parental weight teasing and, especially, its association to parental stigmatizing attitudes in BED and overweight is limited, although family variables are meaningful for adolescents’ well-being and might influence the development and maintenance of BED. Thus, more research is strongly warranted to further establish the role of perceived parental weight teasing in the development and maintenance of BED. As past research is limited to cross-sectional and retrospective designs in adolescent and adult samples (Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2002; Haines et al., 2006; Hilbert, Pike, et al., 2014), longitudinal studies will be needed to clarify causal relations. More generally, controlled samples measuring weight teasing in individuals with overweight with and without BED could give information about precise mechanisms of obesity and BED on teasing experiences. Finally, examinations should take into account the role of the father or other legal guardian as a potentially more powerful correlate of adolescents’ perceptions, as well as other family or peer-group members.

Besides substantial future research implications, some clinical implications, socially- and individually-oriented, can be derived from the present findings. As weight bias is a public health problem (Puhl & Latner, 2007), it is clearly necessary to further establish interventions to reduce stigmatizing attitudes (for example, by providing causal information about obesity...
or cognitive dissonance interventions; O’Brien et al., 2011; Ciao & Latner, 2010). In light of the current results on adolescents’ perceptions, psychological interventions might not only target stigmatizing attitudes and perceptions (Hilbert & Tuschen-Caffier, 2010), but could specifically address perceived weight teasing by family members. Therefore, psychological interventions for adolescents with BED should address important family factors by considering weight-related family interactions (e.g., during meals, buying food or clothes) and perceived family attitudes on weight and shape (Hilbert, 2013). In addition, the degree to which adolescents with BED internalize the weight bias and how they cope with weight teasing situations should be focused on. It is likely to be more difficult to reduce binge-eating behavior without addressing parental critical comments about weight and shape, if they act as a maintenance factor.
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Table 1

Sample characteristics and group differences in adolescents’ perceived parental weight teasing, weight bias internalization, and maternal stigmatizing attitudes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables of Weight Bias</th>
<th>BED (n = 40)</th>
<th>OW (n = 25)</th>
<th>NW (n = 25)</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
<th>η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived parental weight teasing (POTS)</td>
<td>7.68 (2.38)^a</td>
<td>6.40 (0.91)^b</td>
<td>6.08 (0.40)^b</td>
<td>F(2, 89) = 8.37***</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight bias internalization (WBIS)</td>
<td>5.12 (1.26)^a</td>
<td>3.42 (1.44)^b</td>
<td>2.13 (1.09)^c</td>
<td>F(2, 84) = 39.17***</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal stigmatizing attitudes (ATOP)</td>
<td>68.38 (15.72)</td>
<td>73.00 (14.42)</td>
<td>72.44 (16.51)</td>
<td>F(2, 87) = 0.84</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal stigmatizing beliefs (BAOP)</td>
<td>16.95 (7.26)</td>
<td>19.08 (7.56)</td>
<td>15.48 (6.72)</td>
<td>F(2, 88) = 1.59</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Sample characteristics and group differences in adolescents’ perceived parental weight teasing, weight bias internalization, and maternal stigmatizing attitudes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sociodemographic and Clinical Variables</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
<th>η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>14.58 (2.39)</td>
<td>14.53 (2.55)</td>
<td>15.84 (2.67)</td>
<td>F(2, 88) = 2.35</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI-SDS</td>
<td>2.25 (0.64)^a</td>
<td>2.38 (0.59)^a</td>
<td>0.45 (0.56)^b</td>
<td>F(2, 89) = 69.59***</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating disorder psychopathology (EDE-Q)</td>
<td>2.59 (0.95)^a</td>
<td>1.75 (1.24)^b</td>
<td>0.84 (0.78)^c</td>
<td>F(2, 88) = 23.74***</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>28.17 (7.03)^a</td>
<td>32.10 (6.65)^b</td>
<td>23.86 (3.54)^c</td>
<td>F(2, 87) = 11.07***</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Superscript letters indicate significant differences between groups.
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Note. BED = adolescents with overweight and binge-eating disorder; OW = adolescents with overweight and without binge-eating disorder; NW = normal-weight control group; BMI-SDS = standard deviation score of the body mass index; BMI = body mass index; EDE-Q = Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire; POTS = Perception of Teasing Scale; WBIS = Weight Bias Internalization Scale; ATOP = Attitudes Toward Obese Persons Scale; BAOP = Beliefs About Obese Persons Scale.

a,b,c Different superscripts indicate significant group differences.

*** $p < .001$. 
Figure 1. Mediation model with weight bias internalization as a mediator of the relation between adolescents’ perceived parental weight teasing and global eating disorder psychopathology. $b'$ indicates the direct effect of perceived parental weight teasing on global eating disorder psychopathology when controlled for the indirect effect of the mediation.

$$b = 0.38, \ p < .001$$

$$b = 0.52, \ p < .001$$

$$b = 0.26, \ p < .001$$

$$b' = 0.06, \ p = .20$$

Indirect effect: $b = 0.20, \ 95\% \ CI [0.13,0.28]$